
Rt. 12, Frederick, ed. 21701 
8/31/75 

Mr. Bill Dick 
National Enquirer 
600 South Bea* Coast Ave., 
Lantana, Fla. 33462 

Dear Bill, 

Rod has told me how busy you are. I know hoe bunjhe is. I am, too. 

However, I also believe that the transcript I sent you is a really major 
exclusive that today can result in breaking much evidence loose, is sdandalous 
and can force a new trial. 

.Because of the remarkable parallels to sy current suit I'm including a chapter 
on it in this book. In course of putting the draft together I cameaqevese several 
documents I believe have never been published, although their meaning was. And what 
seems to be still another sensation. 

Were I a real expext on the RFIC case, which I'm not, I'd be certain. The best 
I can say is that I haleqrecollection of ever seeing this undefotood. When the 
Siam defense did not contest that he had been the killer, it need not have been 
and probably was not questioned in court. 

During the flap over Wolfer 10/71 Busch was pressed by the press. Among his 
"proofs" that Sirhan was the Ione killer that I remember seeing in print nowhere 
is that the test bullets were camrareJ with that removed from Hi4's sixth cervical 
vertebra. I know this eao on the LA Cityi7ews :ire but the meaning was never reported 
anywehere. The reportera mistod it. 

Tracing the Sirhan shooting to the sixth cervical vertetbra and removing 
a bullet from it does not trace the cause of death. ThLLwas a noeefatal injury. 
A shot to the mastoid by a bullet that fraementcd end =le not beillstically 
identifiable is what killed. 

Just as everybody miesed that transcript of the oessior less than a month 
after conviction (Baby 15 and. April 17, eeapectively, 1969) so also does everybody 
seem to have mteeod tkisx the meaning of this. I have the CNS original ticker copy. 

In combination i think the story becomes even mere senoational. 'Jew and 
meaningful, too. 

I have put it all together other than you would and longer in this rough draft. 
I have used excerpts from the transcript rearranged by subject to weee different 
points, like they had and withheld evidence, have more that the 10 volumes of summaries 
they now admit, the preservation to be guaranteed, etc. If this can interest you I 
can send copies. 

The fact of the destruction of the second pistol is known. I ouulous the police 
teletype which I believe was never used together eith the evidence that identifies 
the wrong or destroyed pistol as the ono ubed in the tests. 

The skeleton chart is something Rod said he cou10 use on the .717X steriee.For 
understandiee, sot enblicatica. +t comes from a standard text. 

Bejt, 


